C LASSICAL genetics pictures phenotypic ratios as being fundamentally of two kinds: ratios to be expected when the involved genes are on different chromosomes and those to be expected when the involved genes are linked and the ratio consequently modified. In routine search for linked genes, one therefore scrutinizes F2 and test cross progenies for significant deviations from the phenotypic ratio to be expected from independent assortment. We have •been doing this with progeny ratios designed to test the interaction of a number of single-gene autosomal recessives and have found that while significant deviations from ratios to be expected from simple assortment are common, linkage, so far, appears to be a minor factor in their creation. The commonest factor causing deviations from expected ratios appears to be difference in viability; wild type mice are typically more viable than mutant types and these latter often differ from one another. Another important, although less common factor, is the tendency for some mutant types to be quite variable and to overlap the wild type in appearance. The proportion of individuals erroneously put in a wild type class because of this factor may be constant over a long period of time or may be diminished by the selection of parents possessing the mutant character to a pronounced degree or parents throwing a higher percentage of easily identified young. One linkage group has been reported in Peromyscus involving albino and pink eye (then called pallid). This was found by Sumner 7 when only three mutant types were known, a long shot in a species with twenty-four pairs of chromosomes.
2 Sumner's work was confirmed by Clark. In this paper we are reporting upon F 2 and test cross progenies in which all the factors cited above as modifying phenotypic ratios appear to be operating at once. These Fo progenies were obtained by mating silver with flexed tail mice and mating the non-silver nonflexed Fx young inter se. The test cross progeny are all the offspring of one double recessive male, obtained in the F 2 generation, mated with a number of the same Fi females all in the repulsion phase.
Characters Used
The characters silver (sisi) and flexed tail (ff) were described by Huestis and Barto.
s In silver the black pigment of the proximal portions of all hairs is reduced in amount and the black pigment present may be assembled in widely spaced, variable sized masses instead of the evenly spaced, uniform clumps of dark granules to be seen in normal hairs. Light silvers can be identified at a glance and nearly all silvers by an examination of the proximal portions of the hairs under low power magnification. An occasional mouse from silver parents is indistinguishable from wild type. Flexed tail mice have short tails usually with one or more permanent flexes produced by disalignment of certain caudal vertebrae. As a routine the tails of mice in all broods that may contain flexed tail individuals are felt for slight flexes which do not show plainly. In spite of any test so far employed, flexed tail parents continue to throw some youngwith tails that cannot with certainty be distinguished from those of wild type animals.
The young mice here tabulated were identified by the authors and to a minor degree by two student assistants, one a senior and the other a graduate student The Journal of Heredity in biology. We have compared the percentage of silver and flexed tail mice identified in similar hybrid progenies by all four observers and found it to be reasonably similar. The differences found were too small to be responsible for any of the conclusions later to be made and may very well be due to factors other than identification differences. The data have been gathered for a period of five years and the figures from the individual years are quite uniform in the largest class, non-silver non-flexed, and vary up and down in the smaller classes. With the idea of testing what silver mice we might be erroneously tabulating as wild type, about 300 young were reared from brown parents heterozygous for silver and flexed tail, silver brown mice being rather easy to separate visually from brown. The difference between the percentage of silvers produced by brown as compared with non-brown parents was 0.85 ± 1.88. We do not believe therefore that many silver mice were not identified as such. Silver mice appear to be somewhat less viable than wild type. In an experiment involving 523 wild type, brown, and silver mice with 50 per cent of the latter expected, 240 silver mice or 46 per cent was obtained.
In other experiments we have found some variability in the percentage of flexed tail mice identified as such. In an F 2 population of 287 wild type, brown and flexed mice, 69 (24.0 per cent) were flexed. In an F 2 population of 356 wild type, ivory and flexed mice, 54 (16.6 per cent) were flexed. Twentyfive per cent was the expectation in each case. In the present F 2 generation, 16.8 per cent of flexed tail mice were identified. We have supposed that both identification errors and relatively poor viability accounted for discrepancies between the number of flexed mice observed and the number expected in these various experiments. The reason for the variability in the proportion of flexed individuals in different F2 generations is not known. The difference between the first two percentages is 3.5 times its probable error.
The F 2 generation involving wild type, silver and flexed tail mice is numerically presented in Table I . It represents the progeny of 168 F x wild type parents; 125 females and 43 males.
The deviations from an expected 9:3: 3: 1 ratio are large and the chi square value statistically significant, 4 P being less than .001. The most noticeable deviation is in the double recessive class, where one mouse was observed when 67 were expected. This mouse, a male, was later tested with flexed tail females and produced 19 flexed tail young. He also is responsible for the entire test cross generation itemized in Table II . Here again significant deviations from expectation are to be seen and a large chi square value, P being less than .001.
Three of the silver flexed tail females from the test cross generation have recently produced broods; one of five, one of three and one of two silver flexed young, all sired by the same male. Two young mice have died, two individuals in one brood and one in another brood have an aberrant gait; they weave or waltz when stimulated to move and are not of model size for age. This abnormality had not been previously noticed in the stock and may have no bearing upon the present problem.
Interpretations
When a considerable number of F 2 young had been gathered, it was assumed that the absence of the double recessive class was due to a lethal effect of the double recessive combination for the ratio being obtained was reasonably close to 6: 3: 3: 0. The more recently gathered material makes untenable the theory of a double recessive lethal effect although it still seems probable silver flexed mice have very low viability. The test cross gives considerable indication that silver and flexed tail are linked, for here the presumptive non-crossover silver and flexed tail classes make up 78 per cent of the test cross progeny. The groups are not very well balanced but this may be due to relatively poor viability in the flexed classes together with some normal overlap with the present methods of identifying flexed tail mice. The matter can probably be settled by obtaining a test cross progeny from females in the coupling phase but it will take some time to gather the necessary data from these. None has bred yet. 2. A test cross generation of 107 mice consisted of. 78 per cent silver and flexed tail mice and 22 per cent non-silver, nonflexed tail and silver flexed tail mice; the presumptive non-crossover and cross-over classes respectively if linkage exists.
3. Both these ratios deviate significantly from the ratios to be expected upon a basis of independent assortment of the genes for silver and flexed tail.
4. It is tentatively concluded that these ratios are the result of differential, viability, some overlapping of the flexed tail class with the wild type and linkage between silver and flexed tail.
